We construct a geometric system from which the Hall algebra can be recovered. This system inherently satisfies higher associativity conditions and thus leads to a categorification of the Hall algebra. We then suggest how to use this approach to construct categorified representations.
Introduction
To an abelian category C (with appropriate restrictions) one can assign an algebra A called the Hall algebra of C. The first major application was in [Rin90] where Ringel showed that the positive half of the quantum group is isomorphic to the Hall algebra of the category Rep Fq (Q) for Q the quiver corresponding to the Dynkin diagram.
Example 1.1. Take Q to be the quiver with one point, then Rep Fq (Q) is just Vect Fq . The Hall algebra A has basis n, n ∈ N and multiplication given by
Even in this simplest example we see that geometry is evident in the Hall algebra, as the coefficient appearing is obviously the number of points of an algebraic variety (a Grassmannian in this case).
Luzstig used this observation in [Lus91] to construct a canonical basis for the Hall algebra (and hence for the positive halves of quantum groups) and to prove the positivity for the canonical basis.
In this article we describe a coherent construction of a system of geometric objects which govern the Hall algebra, and which have inherent in them a higher associative structure.
In [DK12] the authors consider the connection between Hall algebras and the Waldhausen construction. They introduce the notion of 2-Segal space and show that the Waldhausen construction for an abelian category C is a 2-Segal space. This fact in particular imples the associativity of the Hall algebra. Moreover they indicate the connection between the 2-Segal conditions and the higher associativity constraints. We explore this subject systematically in the present work. In Theorem 1 we state the connection between the 2-Segal conditions and the higher associativity data we construct.
In [DK12] the authors suggest to study Hall algebras on the level of category of correspondences. Consider the groupoids (or stacks) of objects of a category Ob and exact sequences Exact. Then the correspondence Exact Ob × Ob Ob end mid defines a monoidal structure on Ob. Using a composition of appropriate pushand pull-functors this correspondence can be used to define multiplication in the Hall algebra of (finitely supported) functions on groupoids and it's geometric analog constructed using sheaves.
We construct a coherent system of higher associativity data for this structure. This data is provided by an explicit system of n-cubes of correspondences for any n. Altogether this construction organizes into a functor ∆ + → Corr(Stacks). In our forthcoming article [GGK16] we extend this to a functor from ∆ + ⊗ ∆ + which captures a bi-monoidal structure associated to Hall algebras. Such a construction was attempted also in [Lyu02] from a different point of view.
Several interesting examples of Hall algebras can then be obtained from this abstract setting using so called transfer theories. The examples treated in [DK12] include Ringel's Hall algebra associated to the category of representations of a quiver, Lusztig's geometric Hall algebra, Toën's derived Hall algebra, Joyce's motivic Hall algebra, and Kontsevich-Soibelman's cohomological Hall algebra.
In this article we outline a transfer theory to the category of constructible sheaves. The difference from the examples listed above is that we obtain a monoidal category as opposed to an algebra and thus have to make use of the higher associators mentioned above.
We show that the 2-Segal conditions of [DK12] are equivalent to our associators going to isomorphisms under this transfer construction.
Finally, we suggest an approach to constructing categorified representations in section 6.
In what follows we will assume for the ease of presentation that we work with finitary abelian categories. However the construction we describe can be straightforwardly generalized to different settings, such as in the list of examples above.
Notations
∆ -the category of finite ordered sets. The elements of ∆ will be denoted by
∆ + -the augmented category of finite ordered sets. The elements of ∆ + will be denoted by
The Waldhausen S-construction
Let C be an abelian category. We recall the construction of a simplicial system of spaces associated to C called the Waldhausen construction. This system of spaces plays a role in defining multiplication in the Hall algebra of C and providing the associator data. Our exposition in this section follows [DK12] . Note that the classes of mono-and epimorphisms in C satisfy the following:
1. Any commutative square with monomorphisms as vertical and epimorphisms as horizontal maps is a pullback iff it is a pushout. We will call such squares bicartesian.
2. Pullbacks and pushouts of monomorphisms along epimorphisms exist.
The Waldhausen construction assigns to a linear category C a functor S − C : ∆ op → Stacks as follows:
1. Take X ∈ ∆ 2. Consider grid(X) := Hom(0 → 1, X), as a marked category, with the constant maps the marked objects. Note that grid(X) has two classes of maps, the "horizontal" and the "vertical", by which we mean maps that are identity on the 0 or 1 component, respectively.
3. Define S X C to be the stack of maps from grid(X) to C which take the marked objects to 0, the horizontal maps to monomorphisms and the vertical maps to epimorphisms, and take Cartesian squares to Cartesian squares.
Remark 3.1. The last stage can be streamlined by noting that (assuming some restrictions on X) grid(X) has a natural structure of an extended proto-abelian category, i.e. instead of one zero object it has a "zero subcategory" -the constant maps. Then S X C can be considered to be just maps of proto abelian categories in this wider sense. See Appendix B Example 3.2. Take X = ∆ 1 = 0 → 1, then grid(X) = 00 01 11 and so S X C = S ∆1 C is the space of objects of C. Example 3.3. Take X = ∆ 2 = 0 → 1 → 2, then grid(X) = 00 01 02
11 12
22
The data of a map grid(X) → C then consists of a square
which must be Cartesian and therefore also coCartesian. This just means that C 01 → C 02 → C 12 is an exact sequence. In all, S X C = S ∆2 C is the stack of exact sequences in C.
It is now easy to guess the general shape of S X C. Namely, for X = ∆ n we get the diagrams of the form
where every square is biCartesian. It is shown in [DK12] Lemma 2.4.9 that the groupoid of diagrams of this shape is equivalent to the groupoid of flags of length n providing the connection to the classical Waldhausen construction. Their argument can be generalized to stacks in a straightforward manner.
In the following section we will extend the Waldhausen construction to a functor from a certain subcategory of sSet to Stacks.
The geometric Hall algebra
Notation 4.1. From now on we will shorten S ∆n C to S n .
The associative multiplication
The spaces S 1 and S 2 of the Waldhausen construction are used to define multiplication in the Hall algebra. Recall that S 1 is the stack of objects of C and S 2 is the stack of short exact sequences. We have the maps mid : S 2 → S 1 and end : S 2 → S 1 × S 1 given by
This gives us a correspondence
Our objective is to explicitly present the associativity data for this multiplication. The usual approach to showing the associativity of multiplication on the 1-categorical level comes down to considering the associativity square, i.e. the square
To show that this square commutes in the 1-category of correspondences one takes pullbacks P 1 and P 2 corresponding to compositions of the upper and right and left and lower sides in the category of correspondences and shows that they are isomorphic. In [DK12] it is shown using relations between S 1 , S 2 , S 3 which are an instance of what the authors call the 2-Segal conditions. However if we want to consider the higher associativity data we have to adapt a more systematic approach. For instance in this square we will have an explicitly specified middle term
Where the appropriate squares are pullbacks. In this case X = S 3 , and this condition recovers the 2-Segal condition.
We will explicitly construct a system of n-cubes serving as candidates for higher associativity data. That this data provides higher isomorphisms in the category of correspondences is equivalent to the 2-Segal conditions of [DK12] (see section 4.5)
n-cubes of correspondences
We describe what we mean by an n-cube in the category of correspondences. For D a category we take Corr(D) to be the system of cubes (formally a cubical set) with points being objects of D and arrows being correspondences (spans) in D
A E B
A 2-cube is a diagram of the form
We will say that a 2-cube commutes if the upper right and lower left squares are Cartesian. This is equivalent to the usual notion in the 1-category of correspondences. A 3-cube is a diagram
We will say that a cube of correspondences commutes if the cubes in the upper-right-back and lower-left-front corners are pullback cubes (see Definition A.1). This coincides with the usual notion of commutativity of a cube in a 2-category in the same way as above for squares.
Definition 4.2. Representing the vertices in an n-cube by sequences of 0's and 1's, we can now define the higher commutative cubes by the property that the two n-cubes generated by all faces containing the vertex (1, 0, 1, 0, . . .) or all faces containing the vertex (0, 1, 0, 1, . . .) are pullbacks.
The combinatorial construction
Our construction of the associativity data splits into two parts. We first construct the system of n-cubes in the category Corr(sSet op ). Next we apply the extension of the Waldhausen construction described in section 3 S ext object-wise to obtain a system of n-cubes in Corr(Stacks).
We obtain a functor H comb : ∆ + → Corr(SSet). By composing with the extended Waldhausen construction we then obtain a functor H geo : ∆ + → Corr(Stacks).
Formally the most straightforward way is to consider these functors as functors between categories modelled by cubical sets. However we do not wish to enter into technical details and limit ourselves to the very explicit construction which is the objective of this article. This construction is obviously functorial in any conceivable sense.
We start from the combinatorial construction. For every n-cube in ∆ + we construct a corresponding n-cube in Corr(sSet op ).
Definition 4.3. For X ∈ ∆ + define the augmentation of X, A(X) to be Hom ∆ (X, 0 → 1) considered as an object in ∆ op .
This sends the totally ordered set with n elements in ∆ + (which we denote [n]) to the totally ordered set with n + 1 elements in ∆ op (which we denote ∆ n ).
Construction for objects
Let X ∈ ∆ + . Each element x ∈ X determines an embedding of A({x}) in A(X) as follows: Given a map {x} → {0 → 1}, we extend it to a map X → {0 → 1} by setting it to 0 on lower than x elements and 1 on higher than x elements of X. Consider the sub-simplicial set of A(X) (considered as an object in sSet op ) generated by these embeddings. We will denote this simplicial set by H comb (X).
Example 4.4. The first few values of H comb on the objects of ∆ + are as follows
From the description in section 3 it is clear how S extends to these objects. Namely, we have
Construction for arrows
Let X f − → Y be a map in ∆ + . We want to associate to it a correspondence in sSet op . Let y ∈ Y and denote X y the preimage of y under f . Similarly to the above, we get an imbedding A(X y ) in A(X). Denote the sub-simplicial set generated by these imbeddings for all y by H comb (f ). Then we have a natural correspondence 
S
ext then sends the middle object to the short exact sequences, and the maps to restriction to the endpoints or middle respectively. This is the correspondence defining the multiplication in the Hall algebra.
Construction for squares
Given a square in ∆
Similarly to what we did with arrows, we have a map X α − → W and we then construct the square of correspondences
where H comb (α) is the sub simplicial set in A(X) generated by the imbeddings of A((h • f ) −1 (w)) for all w ∈ W . The construction for general n-cubes following this example is straightforward and we omit the tedious general definition. See section 4.5 for more examples.
The higher associativity cubes
The higher associators in the Hall algebra are given by the images of the following family of commutative cubes in ∆ + : Lemma 4.6. For any n ≥ 3 there is a unique commutative n − 1 cube in ∆ + that contains all of the surjections
We call such cube "the n-associativity cube. The paths from [n] to [1] on the n-associativity cube correspond exactly to all ways of bracketing n letters.
Example 4.7. For n = 3 the n-associativity cube is the square
Example 4.8. For n = 4 the n-associativity cube is the cube
The image of this cube under H comb and the extended Waldhausen construction is a cube of correspondences of stacks, where each face has a 2-morphism specified by S. These 2-morphisms compose along the edges and form a diagram whose commutativity is equivalent to the pentagon identity (This diagram is the pentagon diagram, with one of the edges equal Id).
The higher associativity cubes correspond to higher associators.
Recovering the 2-Segal conditions
This section contains the proof of the following: Theorem 1. The 2-Segal conditions satisfied by the original Waldhausen construction are equivalent to the requirement that the functor H geo : ∆ + → Corr(Stacks) sends the higher associativity cubes to commutative cubes in Corr(Stacks).
Let us recall the 2-Segal condition from [DK12, §2.3]:
Let S : ∆ → Stacks be a functor, and P a polygonal decomposition of an n-gon, written as (P 1 , . . . , P k ). e.g. We define S P to be S P1 × S P 1 ∩P 2 S P2 × S P 2 ∩P 3 S P3 . . . × S P k−1 ∩P k S P k where S Pi is S ∆ #{vertices of P i } and note that by functoriality we have a natural map S ∆n → S P . Definition 4.9. A functor S : ∆ → Stacks is said to be a 2-Segal stack if for and n ≥ 3 and any polygonal decomposition P of an n-gon the map S ∆n → S P is a weak equivalence.
For our purposes we need the following dual version of Proposition 2.3.2 from [DK12]:
Proposition 4.10. The following are equivalent 1. S is a 2-Segal stack.
2. For any n ≥ 3 and any two disjoint subsets I, J of ∆ n that don't cover all the vertices of ∆ n the following square
is a pullback.
3. For any n ≥ 3 and any 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n of ∆ n the following square
4. For any n ≥ 3 and any 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 2 of ∆ n the following square
Denote by C n i the conditions in part (4).
Proof. Obviously (2) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (4).
(1) ⇒ (2) because (2) is equivalent to a special case of (1) for the decomposition corresponding to
It is also easy to see that any polygonal decomposition can be built up from such decompositions so (2) ⇒ (1). (3) ⇒ (2) similarly because we can remove the points of I, J one by one.
(4) ⇒ (1), (2), (3): Consider
The right square is a pullback by induction on n, and the left square is a pullback by assumption, so the whole square is a pullback. In terms of polygonal decompositions this means we can separate away any triangle from the polygon and so we can get to any triangulation. Since any polygonal decomposition can be refined to a triangulation, we are done.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us first consider the case n = 3. The associativity square is [2]
Its image under H comb is a cube of correspondences of sSet op , that is, a 2 × 2 × 2 grid of commutative cubes in sSet op so that the outer shell is comprised of the images of the faces of the cube (2) and the center is the 4-simplex.
In order for this cube to be commutative by Definition 4.2 the cubes in the upper-right-back (i.e. (1, 0, 1) ) and lower-left-front (i.e. (0, 1, 0)) corners should go to pullback cubes under S ext . Let's consider first the upper-right-back cube:
Its top face goes to a product of trivial squares, hence a pullback. Therefore by Corollary A.3 the cube is a pullback iff the bottom face is a pullback, and this is exactly C Its left and front faces correspond to conditions C 3 1 , C 3 2 which follow from the previous case, and so for the cube to be a pullback we need either the right or the back faces to be pullbacks (in which case the other is as well). These give us conditions C 
Transfer theories
In section 4 we describe a system of stacks H geo associated to a category C. In order to recover from it any kind of algebra structure, we need to transfer the higher associative structure from correspondences of stacks to an algebraic setting A -formally a monoidal ∞ category with duals. We call such a gadget (following [DK12] ) a transfer theory.
A transfer theory T will need to assign to each n-cube of commutative correspondences an n-cube in our algebraic setting of choice.
To begin with, we need an assignment X → T (X) on objects. Then we need for any correspondence
we will only require a to have an assignment T (X)
Since by assumption A has duals we can choose a dual for T (f ) to get an actual morphism but we need not make a consistent choice of duals.
For squares, note that correspondences can be considered as I-diagrams for I = (0 ← M → 1). Consider now the 2-category I 2 :
We want an assignment (compatible with the previous one) from any I 2 diagram in Stacks to an I 2 diagram in A. Again, if we want to get an actual 2-morphism we need to replace some things with adjoints. Firstly, we need to take the left adjoint of the (0, 1) and (1, 0) squares, and the double left adjoint of the (0, 0) square to get a diagram of the form
In order to compose this we need to be able to invert the lower left morphism, or the other three. In both cases we want to end up with an invertible morphism so in fact we want to require all of them to be invertible. For the (0, 0) square this adds no requirement since a double adjoint of an invertible morphism is invertible, but for the (0, 1) and (1, 0) squares this needs to be a requirement on T .
Note that, as shown in Theorem 1 for the associator square the squares in question are pullback squares. Hence it is enough to require T to be a functor from Stacks to A which takes pullback squares to squares satisfying the BeckChevalley condition. (The Beck-Chevalley condition says precisely that the 2-morphism in the square whose sides are replaced by adjoints is invertible).
Remark 5.1. In [GG14] we showed that this is the same as saying that T preserves a generalization of pullback squares.
This can be generalized to higher dimensional cubes using the notion of pullback cubes from Definition A.1. Using Theorem 1 and Remark 5.1 we arrive at the following: Definition 5.2. A functor T : Stacks → A is called a transfer theory if T preserves generalized pullback cubes.
Transfer to Vect
This construction is based on a functor from the 1-category of correspondences of groupoids to Vect described in [DK12, §8.2]. We need to assume that C is finitary (categories of representations of a simply laced quiver satisfy this assumption).
A stack X over k is sent to the vector space of finitely supported functions on the set π 0 (X(k)) (i.e. the isomorphism classes of X(k)) which we denote F(X).
Given a correspondence X It follows immediately from [Dyc15, Proposition 2.17] that this assignment is a transfer theory to Vect.
Applying this transfer to H geo recovers the usual Hall algebra.
Transfer to dgCat
Since all the stacks appearing in H geo are disjoint unions of global quotients, the assignment X → Sh const (X) which sends a stack to the category of constructible sheaves on X makes sense. i.e. if X X i //G i then Sh const (X) := Sh const Gi (X i ). The fact that the equivariant sheaves functor satisfies base change is exactly what we need in Definition 5.2 when restricting to the image of H geo .
It follows from [VV11] that applying this transfer to H geo recovers the categorification of quantum groups by KLR algebras.
Transfer to LinCat
Define a transfer theory by sending a stack X/k to the category Rep C (X(k)) of finitely supported representations of the groupoid X(k) in Vect C . In our article [GGP16] with Mark Penney we use this transfer in the case C = Vect Fq .
This yields a category equivalent to the category Rep(GL(n, F q )) together with the monoidal structure of parabolic induction.
Using constructions from [GGK16] we use this point of view to recover the braiding constructed in [JS95] .
Representations
In this section we outline an approach to constructing certain representations from our geometric point of view.
For simplicity we consider the case C = Vect Fq .
Let V ∈ C, and consider the category C /V . As discussed in Appendix B this is an extended proto-abelian category, and therefore we can use it as the input in the Waldhausen construction, with some caveats.
For instance for a simplex ∆ n we get the stack of diagrams of the form
where in all but the last column, the map to V must be the zero map. As a result, this stack has a canonical projection to the Waldhausen construction for C and ∆ n−1 (the first n − 1 columns), and noting that the rest can be generated by the object C 0n by forming pushouts, we see that in fact this stack is equivalent to
∆1 . From the above it is obvious that not every map of simplicial sets appearing in the combinatorial Hall algebra construction will be compatible with this Waldhausen construction. However if we restrict H comb to the subcategory ∆ mod of ∆ which has only the maps where the preimage of the top element is always non-empty, then there is no problem.
For example the map [2] → [1] goes to the correspondence
which gives the action. The subcategory ∆ mod embodies the structure of a module over an algebra much in the same way as ∆ embodies the structure of an algebra. We will return to this construction in more detail in a future article.
Appendix A Pullback cubes
Definition A.1. A commutative cube is said to be a pullback cube if it presents the vertex X = 000 . . . as the limit of the rest of the diagram. i.e. for any other commutative cube with X = 000 . . . there exists a unique morphism X → X making everything commute. And suppose that ABCD is a pullback square, then XY ZW is a pullback square if and only if the whole cube is a pullback cube.
Proof. For transparency let us present a proof for a 1-category case. The appropriate generalization is straightforward. Assume XY ZW is a pullback square.
Consider another commutative cube
We want to show that there is a unique map X → X that makes everything commute.
Since XY ZW is a pullback square we have a unique map X → X such that XY = XY • XX and XZ = XZ • XX.
we just need to show that XA = XA • XX. This follows because both sides are a map X → A which make the diagram and so there is a map X → A that makes everything commute, and since the cube is a pullback this gives us our desired map X → X.
Corollary A.3. Let C be a commutative n-cube. Suppose that an n − 1-subcube C in C is a pullback cube, then C is a pullback iff the opposite cube to C is a pullback cube.
Proof. Proven in the same way as Lemma A.2 by induction on n.
Appendix B Proto-abelian categories
In [Dyc15] the notion of proto-abelian category is described. We briefly recall the definition here and define what we call an "extended" proto-abelian category.
Definition B.1. A proto-abelian category is the data of a pointed (i.e. possessing a 0 object) category C together with two classes of morphisms E, M ("epis" and "monos") which satisfy:
1. C has all pushouts and pullbacks of epis along monos.
2. pushouts or pullbacks of monos (epis) along epis (monos) are monos (epis).
3. A square is a pushout of an epi along a mono iff it is a pulback of an epi along a mono.
The only thing we need to change in the above definition is the pointedness of C. Definition B.2. A pseudo-zero object of a category C is an object Z such that we have # Hom(Z, X) ≤ 1 for any X ∈ C or # Hom(X, Z) ≤ 1 for any X ∈ C. Definition B.3. An extended proto-abelian category is the same as a proto abelian category, except that instead of being pointed it is required to satisfy that any object has a map to and from some pseudo-zero object. We call the minimal collection of psudeo-zero objects with this property the "zero subcategory".
A morphism of extended proto-abelian categories is a functor C → D preserving epis and monos, their pullbacks, and zero subcategories.
Example B.4. The category grid(X) = Hom(0 → 1, X) defined in section 3 is an extended proto-abelian category with zero subcategory the constant maps.
Proposition B.5. Let C be a proto-abelian category, and X ∈ C, then C /X has a natural structure of an extended proto-abelian category.
Proof. Define epis via the forgetful functor, and monos to be maps (S 0 − → X) → (T → X) where the underlying map S → T is a mono.
The conditions are then easy to verify, and the zero subcategory consists of (0 → X) and X Id − → X.
